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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1. What did Hiawatha learn about the birds?
2. What did Hiawatha learn about the beasts?
3.Who came to Akbar's court?
4. How did he challenge everybody?
5. When should we water the plants?
6. When should we not water the plants?
7. How did the boy enjoy the company of the tree?
8. What did the boy make with the branches of the tree?
9. What did the boy make with the trunk of the tree?
10. What did the library door say?
11.What did the books in the library look like?
12.Form where did the naughty boy come?
13. Where did the naughty boy go?
14.What did the carpenter buy?
15. What did Pinocchio say in the end?

GRAMMAR
1.Punctuate the following sentences.
a.who are you
_____________________________________________________________
b. james harry and john will be in london
_____________________________________________________________
c. the tailor went to the market mr singh
_____________________________________________________________
2. Add 'ly' to the words given in the bracket and make new words.
a. beautiful - _____________
b. wonderful - _____________
c. loud - ________________
d. neat - _______________
3. Add 'a' or 'an' before the following words.
a. _____ ant
b. _______ arrow
c. ________ ball
d. ________ egg.
4. Give a describing word for the following
a. ___________ doll
b. __________________ building
c. ________________ giant

d.________________ boy
5. Write the naming words by adding ness, ity,ty at the end.
a. forgive - ______________
b. polite - _______________
c. swift - _________________
d. moral - _______________
6. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the bracket .
a. The squirrel has a long _______________ (tale/ tail).
b. The bird sits on a _________________ ( bow, bough).
c. This sum is _______________ ( write/ right).
d. I can ____________ the bird's song. (hear, here)
7. Fill in the blanks using the approrpiate word from the words given in the
bracket. (my, his, he, your)
Ram was a farmer. ______ wanted to sell ______ goats and sheep. So _______
went to the market. There _______ sold all _________ animals to a rich man and
got a lot of money. When he was going back to ___________ village, three thieves
stopped him.
8.Fill in the blanks with prepositions.
a. The boy ran ______________ the dog.
b. The frogs jumped _____________ the well.
9. Circle naming words in the following sentences.
a. The deer was followed by a wolf.
b. The king used to have food in plates of gold.

c. Sitting on a tree a crow was eating.
10. Write a rhyming word for the following.
a. morning b. hourc.doord. book e. foundf. merry –

SPELLING
1.wigwam
2. beavers
3.acorns
4. reindeer
5. timid
6. challenged
7. tickled
8. irritated
9.hour
10. boots
11. soak
12. heat

13.swing
14. delicious
15. stump
16. pluck
17.library
18. galore
19. skinny
20. wonderful
21.alone
22. machines
23.finally
24.naughty
25.weighty
26.cherry
27.carpenter
28. queer
29.plane
30. amazed

Note to the parents: Kindly note that this is only model of questions.
Please make the children to revise the entire second term portion.
ALL THE BEST

